Comparing KIN Subwoofers
KIN Sub

KIN SUB 10

They are both subs within the KIN family, but they have several significant differences.
Amplifier: The Kin Sub is equipped with a 150-watt amplifier.

KIN SUB 10 has twice the amplifier power, employing a 300-watt amplifier. KIN SUB 10 can energize substantially larger
environments with powerful bass.

Woofer: Kin Sub has an 8” Carbon Fiber woofer.

KIN SUB 10 features a 10” cone composed of high tensile spun fibreglass strands top coated and bonded to a cellulose core.
It is driven by vented magnetics utilizing an oversized ferrite magnet assembly and is suspended by a Butyl rubber surround.
The voice coil is composed of high temperature enamel resin coated copper wire wound on a vented aluminum former.
Bass is powerful, fast, and musical.

BASS EQ: KIN Sub has the traditional volume, frequency, and phase controls to tailor the bass output.

KIN SUB 10 has these controls and also provides a BASS EQ switch with two settings; Natural is pure and linear,

providing tight, musical bass. High Impact increases the lower range output by several dB for more intense bass energy.

Bass output: KIN Sub descends to 29Hz.

KIN SUB 10 drops all the way to 27Hz and plays more than 9dB stronger at all frequencies from 70Hz and down. It provides
significantly greater bass impact and presence for music, gaming, and home theater.

Wireless option: KIN Sub must be physically connected with either RCA cable or speaker wire.

KIN SUB 10 can be wired with RCA cables or paired wirelessly with the optional wireless transmitter.

Size: KIN Sub is an extremely compact sub, measuring (WxHxD) 9.5″ x 11.25″ x 11.5″ / 24.13 x 28.575 x 29.21 cm.
KIN SUB 10 is slightly larger, though quite conveniently sized at (WxHxD) 11.5″ x 13″ x 13.5″ / 29.2 x 33 x 34.2 cm.
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